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Nestled on Acres of Natural Woodland.

The Perfect Environment for your child to
Learn, Grow, and Thrive.

Summer Hill provides a comprehensive enrichment center for children ages
2½-6 that introduces them to the social, intellectual, and physical world of early
childhood. Our program lays a foundation for learning that helps all children
achieve success both in and out of the classroom.
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Family owned for over 30 years. Summer Hill has been owned and
operated by the Cheney family since 1982. Founding
owners Peter Cheney and Pat Love, were living
and raising their own family in a nearby
neighborhood when they fell in love with the
property that would become Summer Hill
and with the idea of starting a camp and
educational facility for children. Peter, a
physical education teacher and Shore area
swim coach, quickly established Summer
Hill as a premier facility at which children
could learn how to participate, achieve
competency, and gain confidence in a variety
of sports. Co-founder Pat Love, a registered
nurse with an M.A. in psychology and doctoral
study in child clinical psychology, brought her
understanding of children’s cognitive development to

create a camp program and educational curricula that emphasized
physical as well as cognitive development of the whole
child. Peter’s and Pat’s sons, Peter Jr., and Patrick,
grew up on the property and became part of the
Summer Hill team in their early teens.
Now under the direction of son Patrick
Cheney and his wife, Lauren, Summer Hill
continues to grow and evolve its programs
and curricula to reflect the skill sets and
competencies that children need to grow
and thrive in the 21st Century. Co-owners
Patrick and Lauren Cheney feel honored to
be building on the rich history and success of
Summer Hill, continuing a family tradition of
helping children learn, grow, laugh, and reach their
full potential.

PHILOSOPHY OF SUMMER HILL
Our primary goal is to increase self-confidence, independence and support the inherent joy of learning.
ABOUT THE PROGRAM
WHY WE ARE DIFFERENT?
Summer Hill has been offering one of the most progressive educational programs in the area for over 30 years. Our country setting and unique
classroom environment provides the backdrop for an exceptional early childhood experience.
Our program has many features of a Montessori setting as well as a traditional preschool. There are materials in the classroom designed for
2½ year olds through 6 years old. Our program is highly individualized. If a child is ready for more advanced concepts, they are readily available.
If a child needs reinforcement on earlier concepts they are also available. Our goal is for all children to feel confident and successful!
Unlike traditional preschool, the children are not in self-contained classrooms. The children do remain within their class with age appropriate
peers , however they rotate through 3 separate learning environments: free choice, art and music/movement.
Circle Time:
Circle time provides the opportunity to improve listening skills
and attention span, as well as greetings, social skills, and manners.
Lessons are centered on letter recognition, letter sounds, name
recognition, personal information, beginning reading skills, as well
as review of the calendar and weather. In addition, circle time is a
place where we take turns sharing special and or important news.
Free Choice:
In free choice, there are 6 different areas.: Math, Language Arts,
Science, Practical Life, Writing Center, and Puzzles. The activities
are all chosen by the teachers and are changed weekly to follow our
curriculum. Our curriculum focuses on a letter of the week and a
theme or themes of the week. We follow the Fundations Wilson
Reading Program sequence to introduce our letters. During free
choice instruction, we introduce all new activities and review
activities daily. In addition, we review our letter of the week:
paying close attention to letter name, letter sounds and letter
formation. Our letter and theme of the week carries throughout
the school in all learning environments.
Music/Movement:
On our second floor, we have a large movement room with mirrors.
Music and movement time is designed to aid in the development

of gross motor skills as well as creative play. The teachers will
often use bean bags, parachutes, scooters, obstacle courses along
with music to get the children up and moving. Many times we are
singing and dancing to songs of the season as well as the children’s
favorite song selections. In addition, we have many imaginary
play toys as well as dress up clothing to encourage creative play
and sharing. The children are also able to utilize our outdoor play
area on a daily basis, weather permitting.
Art:
The art room encourages exploration of creativity. Various
materials and projects are available so that a child may choose
what they would like to work on. We have a collage table(cutting
and gluing), cutting table, manipulative table (playdoh or clay) a
center table(craft of the day) and an easel for painting. The teacher
starts the day by explaining all the new activities and projects step
by step, so that the children will be prepared when it is time for
them to self-select activities. All example projects are displayed in
steps to help the children move along each project.
All three learning environments are very structured, however the
children still have the freedom to move about. They are able to go
where their interest draws them, which gradually increases their level
of attention and concentration. This also teaches self-selection and
builds independence!

NURSERY PROGRAM
AGE RANGE: 2½ to 3 years
Designed as a child’s first school experience
Nursery program highlights:
• Socialization
• Participation in group activities
• Gaining independence in daily activities
• Language development
• Gross motor development
• Fine motor development
• Creative expression

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM
AGE RANGE: 3 to 4½ years
Program expands on the areas introduced in the 2 day program.
Pre-school program highlights:
• Exploration of letters and letter sounds 				
through Fundations/Wilson reading instruction
• Counting and identifying numbers; using basic math 		
concepts and operations
• Exploration of the written word
• Development of respect for the natural 		
environment
• Development of view of self as a member of
our community
• Sharing and working as a team
• Increasing strength and endurance 		
and improving muscular coordination
and control

KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM
AGE RANGE: 4½ to 6 years
The program will have a flexible and individualized curriculum
so that if the child is age and developmentally ready he/she may
enter the first grade or kindergarten.
Kindergarten program highlights:
• Incorporation of literature and Fundations/Wilson phonics
reading instruction
• Expanded social and natural sciences curricula
• Teaching of creative expression of spoken and written 		
language
• Lessons that incorporate time management, planning,
organization, cooperation, leadership, and project-based
learning
• Expansion of math skills to include simple addition and 		
subtraction
• Teach reading of simple sight words

Before and After Care Program
7:45am-5:30pm
Summer Hill offers before and aftercare to accommodate the
needs of the working parent. This program is available to all
students who attend our nursery, preschool and kindergarten
programs. In addition, before and aftercare is available to
students attending Central Elementary School. Busing is
available to and from Central School on a daily basis. During
aftercare, students have the opportunity to socialize with peers
enjoying our large outdoor playground. Students will also
work with their peers and an aftercare teacher to complete
their daily homework assignments.
Please notify us upon registration if you will be
using our extended care program. If your
child is a Central School student you will
have to fill out an Extended Care Registration
form in order to attend this program.

SUMMER PROGRAM
AGE RANGE: 3 to 13 years
The fun and learning never stop at Summer Hill. Be sure to ask
for our summer brochure, detailing our specialized Summer
Camp program.
Summer camp program highlights:
• Swim lessons daily from Red Cross certified instructors
• Two heated pools on premises
• Physical Education
• Arts and Crafts
• Dance

TESTIMONIAL
I’m certain Summer Hill is prepared for all the drama of a child’s
preschool days. But as a mother of yet another crying child,
Thank you! It has always been reassuring to leave knowing they
were in your hands. I have genuinely appreciated the updates
on Kaia’s progress at pick up time and we have truly enjoyed
watching her blossom this year. She is a constant source of
amazement and I can only imagine what next year will bring!

Oh Miss Marie- What will we do without you?!! We feel like we
have made a friend for life in you! Thank you for your humor,
your love, and for being so patient and understanding with us!
Summer Hill is a wonderful place filled with a wonderful staff
and because of that you create kids who are creative, self assured,
and compassionate.
We will miss you so much!

I just wanted thank you for a great school year. My son, Harrison
has truly enjoyed every moment spent at Summer Hill. The staff
at your school has always been very caring, fun and friendly. This
has created a wonderful environment for the children at your
school. Harrison, is my youngest child, so sadly our Summer Hill
years are over. However we will always remember the little red
school house with the white picket fence and the beautiful setting
and the fun, creative, happy people that helped make school such
a wonderful place to learn.
Summer Hill will hold a special place in our hearts forever.

I just wanted to send a special thank you to all of the staff and
teachers at Summer Hill. You all have been so influential in my
son, Bryce’s life. I have watched him transform and grow over the
course of the school year and a HUGE reason for all the positive
change is because of you and how you model and teach the
children. I am so thankful that we found Summer Hill, because
both Bryce and I would not be the same without having you in
our lives. Thank you so much for helping Bryce start to become
the wonderfully amazing little man he is. Without all of you, it
would not be possible.
Please know it means the world to me!”

The Barbiere Family

The Muller Family

The Jaffe Family

Caitlin Simpson

like us on facebook
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